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slowly on the live roller beds, which are of grea.t length-as much a.s 360 
feet in one works-the entire length being covered with pla.tes from end to 
end. The live rollers deliver the plate on to a series of "goose necks," 
which can best be compa.red to the legs of a ta.ble turnad upside down, the 
platas being easily pushed in any direction on the castors, just as the ta.ble 
may be moved a.bout on the !loor. These goose necks are spaced about 20 
inches apart centre to centre, and cover the whole !loor, so that men can 
walk a.bout conveniently between them to handle the ple.tes, which a.re 
carried at a height of 2½ feet a.hove the !loor, a convenient height for 
marking off a.nd shea.ring. When shea.red the plate is pushed away, still 
on the castors, to be weigbed, marked, and inspected, and is fi.nally loaded 
by a era.ne into the railway waggon. By this method only a.bout balf as 
ma.ny men a.re required to ha.ndle the plates as are necessa.ry for the old 
Engfish method. A similar arrangement is now being adopted in works in 

this country. 
The output of the American mili is abont the same as tha.t of the 

English mili. At Homestead they ha.ve turned out as much a.s 1,700 tons 

in a. week. Universal Plate Mills,-The economical working of a plate mili 
depends on the percentage of the ple.te which has to be sheared from it 
to remove the imperfect edges, the proportion of the plate thus cut to 
wáste being clea.rly greatest in the case of long a.nd narrow pla.tes. To 
a.void ha.ving to shear a.nything whatever from the sides of such plates they 
are, in America, rolled in long lengths in a universal plate mili. Plates a'! 
muchas 100 feet long by 3 feet wide and ½ i~ch thick, down to 1 foot wide 
by ¼ inch thir.k, a.re produced in this wa.y. The waste on plates rolled 
in a universal mili is sa.id to average 15 to 20 per cent. less than on those 
rolled in a pla.te mill. The universal plate milis are reversible, and the 
vertical chilled rolls, which are usually placed on one side, but in some 
instances on both sides of the horizontal rolls ( which a.lso are chilled) are 
driven by bevel wheels on their upper ends, gearing into similar wheels on 
a horizontal shaft ncross the top of the housings; this shaft in its turn is 
driven by a spur wheel gea.ring into the upper housing pinion. 

To avoid the difficulties previously described (see p. 631 ), which are 
incidental to a difference in the surface speeds of the horizontal a.nd vertical 
rolls, the horizontal rolls in the Bethlehem Mill are driven by one pair of 
46 x 60 inch reversing engines, and the vertical rolls by a separa.te pair 
of 28 x 48 inch reversing engines. 'l'his mili is used for slabbing and not 

for finishing. 
The Lukens Iron and Steel Co., of Ooatsville, Pa., ha.ve just installed a. 

three-high Lauth universal mil!, a. view of which, copied from The b·an Age,* 
is given in fi.g. 494, This mill has upper a.nd lower chilled rolls 28 inches 
día.meter, a. middle roll with the usual lifting device 20 inches in dia.meter, 
and two pairs of vertical chilled rolls 18 inches in dia.meter. "In this 
three-high continuous running mill, the vertical rolls on the outgoing side 
a.re, as will be seen by the illustration, reduced in dio.meter, thereby clearing 
the pla.te, so that there is no danger a.t this point either of spoiling the 
pla.te or of back-lash in the machinery. On the entering side the vertical 
rolls ha.ve their ful! working diameter maintained, which may be properly 
proportioned t<f the horizontal rolls so a.s to a.void any conflict of speed. 
Thus the ple.te is operated upon by the vertical rolls on the side passing in, 
while the vertical rolls on the opposite side clear the plate by rea.son of 
their smaller dia.meter." This mili is said to ha.ve turned out 250 tons of 
pla.tes in twenty-four hours. Severa! universal pla.te mills ha.ve been known 

• "The Lukens !ron and Steel Company'e New Plant." The Iron Age, July 26, 1900. 
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to turn out ns much as 900 tons er w k O . . 
aud 16-inch vertical rolls will turn ~ut 1ii to nfe wl 1th 25-mch horizontal ns o p_a.tes per day. 
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arge universal mills to cog the in ot ~ ma ers ~ve ~ecently put down 
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assing it ·on to the plate mill to be finished. Acoordin_g to Mr. _A. P. 
lread, * the best yield of finished plates in America, rolled ?1rect from ~ngots, 
is 73·3 per cent., and from slabs 75·26 per cent. of the we1ght of the mgot~. 
The vertical rolls save the necessity for turni~g . up the slab when 1t 
requires to be edged. The a.ddition of such a m1ll mcreases the output of 
the plate mill 50 per cent. or more. . . 

Fi 495 is a fine example of a universal cogging m1ll, wlnch wa.!I 
desig;~d by Mr. Julian Kennedy, who has kindly supplied ~he photo~r~ph 
ñ·om w hich the illustration has been prepared. The mill a~d p1mon 
housings are steel castings, and the neck pinion~ and ot~er gea.rmg a.re of 
oil-tempered steel. The horizontal rolls are 34. mches _diame~er and _9 fe~t 
long in the barre!, dri ven by a pair of reversmg engines w1th cylmde, s 

Fig. 495. -American Universa,! Cogging i\lill. 

(6 inches dia~eter by 50 inch~s strok~. The. vertical rolls ~re driven by 
a. separate pair of reversing engmes 28 mches d1ameter _by 30 mches ~trok_e, 
the pressure at the boilers being l?O lbs. p~r square mch .. The. mili wül 
produce slabs 54 inches wide by 24 mches th1ck. The leadmg spmdles are 

20 feet long. · . . · · d . 
The length and thíckness of plate wh1ch a ~111 c~n turn ~ut 1s m e 

pendent of the dimensiona of the rolls, but the w1dth 1s det~rm1~ed by t~e 
length of their ba.rrels. Americans describe the size of the1r m11ls b.Y th1s 
dimension, "a. 128-inch mil~," probabl! having ~o r?ll more than 30 mches 
in día.meter. They often describe the1r sheet m11ls m the sa~e way._ 

Armour Plate Milis are merely large reversing plate milis havu~g one 
stand of rolls from 36 to 48 inches in día.meter by 10 to 14 feet long m the 
barrel, usually steel ; they ca.U for no special description. 

·• So-uth Stajf. Inst., 189,-8, p. 117. 
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Sheet Mills.-Sheets are plates of iron or steel which are leas than 
¼ inch thick; those of or above this thickness being known as "plates." 
rfhe larger sheets are produced in small plate milis, the term " sheet mili " 
being generally confined in this country to the small mills used for producing 
the thin sheets intended, usually, for galvanising or tinning. · 

Sheets are rolled from " sheet bars," whioh are bars 10 to 12 inches wide, 
and from f to¡ inch thick, or from " tin plate bars," which are 7, 8, or 9 inches 
wide, and ! to ½ inch thick ; they are ordered to weigh so many pounds 
and ounces per foot, so that when cut up into le~gths each piece shall be 
of the exact weight needed to make the sheet required. The original Stafford
shire sheet milis had rolla 18 or 20 inches in diameter, and the standard 
sizes to which sheets were rolled were 4 or 6 feet long by 2½ feet wide. The 
rolis of modern English mills are mostly 22 or 24 inches in diameter, and 
of American mills 24 to 26 inches. Most English milis recently put down 
have rolls 30 inches in diameter. If the brasses are not very deep, so as 
to cover a large part of the circle of the neck, side brasses are fitted to steady 
the rolls and keep them truly parallel with each other, otherwise the sheet 
would be buckled. The sheets are rolied in very carefully-finished chilled 
rolls, which, in the Staffordshire mills, are turned up in position in their 
housings every Monday, the works being laid off on that day for that pur.pose, 
and the housings a.re made to fit so closely up to the necks of the rolls (see 
fig. 347) that they cannot be got out endways, but the one housing must 
be moved to change the roll. To enable the rolls to be turned in place, a. 
double reduction gear, much the same as the "back gear" in a lathe, is 
provided, and the ordinary driving spindle having been removed, the engine 
slowly revolves the rolls, which, if 24 inches in diameter, must make not 
more than three-fourths of a revolution per minute. The rolls must be very 
accurately turned, and the barrel must run perfectly true with the necks, or 
the thickness of the sheets will vary in different part.-,, and it used to be 
considered that this degree of accuracy could only be attained by turning 
the rolls in place, but the Americans make the housings of their sheet mills 
sufficiently wide to enable the rolls to be changed, so that a redressed roll 
,can be substituted for the one worn, which is turned up at leísure lying in 
bearings in the lathe bed, and by this mea.ns one turn every week need not 
be wasted in roll turning. Fig. 496 shows an American mili for rolling sheet 
metal. As the rolls are comparatively light, and ar.e atways so close that 
there is little distance for the top roll to fall when the piece lea.ves the rolla, 
they are not balanced. · 

Sheet mills are usually coupled up in a line of three or four milis on each 
side of an engine, provided with a fl.ywheel of 100 to 150 tons weight, running 
at two to three times the speed of the rolis. The engine is generally coupled 
to the milis by gearing, sometimes now by ropes, and should be capa.ble of 
exerting 250 H.P. for each mili, consisting of two stands of. rolls, which is 
driven by it. The best speed for the surface of the rolls is found to be 200 to 
220 feet per minute. 

Sheet mills in England are not fitted with I}.eck 'pinions, beca.use the 
piece being rolled is so thin in comparison with the diameters. of the rolls 
tha.t there is no fear of their failing to grip it; the uppér roli simply resta 
on the lower, which drives it by frictional contact. The amount of reduction 
effected at each pass is so slight that the power needed to screw the rolls 
down is too trifl.ing to render any power-screwing gear necessary. The 
workmen set the screws by means of a chalk mark on the screw-head, which 
is turned round until the mark on the screw faces a. pointer a.ttached to the 
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' hoÚsing, In ·sorne modern milis carefully-graduated circles replace the 
chalk marks. 

Sheet Mill Rolls.-The rolla used in sheet mills are always chilled 
rolls, and the output of the mill is determined largely by the endurance 
of the rolls, which break if heated or cooled too rapidly. They are already 
in a condition of interna! stress, on account of the " chilling " to which they 
are subjected in the process of manufacture, as described on p. 573, the 
extent of which cannot be measured. Contact with heated material expands 
the surface of the rolls and produces further severe stresses, sorne idea of the 
nature and extent of which may be obtained from the following calculation :-

Cast iron expanda 10,g00 parts of its length for each 100º F. rise, and 
shortens by the same amount for the like fall in temperature ; and if the iron 
from which the rolls are cast has an elastic modulus of 5,000 inch-tons, an 
extension or compression of 

1 0 g O O parts of its lineal dimension is accom
panied by a stress of 1 ton per square inch in the stressed material. 

Fig. 497 shows a sheet roll 2318- inches diameter, by 36 inches long in the 
barre!, and for the sake of clearness we will regard it as entirely free from 
any initial stresses due to casting, and at a temperature of 50° F. Let us 

t 1 ¡-----A----.¡ 
Fig. 497.-Sheet Mill Roll Diagram to explain Method of Fracture. 

assume that contact with the heated sheets then raises the temperature 
of the surface of the barre! for a depth of l½ inches inwards to 1,550º F., 
the portion so heated being marked black in the figure, but the rest of the 
roll retaining ita original temperature of 50º F. There is then an inner 
core, shown cross-hatched in the figure, having a cross-sectional area of 
350 square inches, still retaining its original temperature and length ; and 
an outer shell, shown black in the figure, havini a cross-sectional area of 
100 square inches, which, having been raised in temperature 1,500°, has 
been increased in length by ¼ inch, as shown (exaggerated) in the figure, 
where A represents the increased length of the surface, and B the original 
length, which, by supposition, the centre portions of the roll still retain. 

But the outer shell and the inner core form integral portions of one solid 
casting, and are attached rigidly one to the other, and so, if the inner core 
is to hold back the outer shell from expii,nding, it must exert upon it a 
restraining force, which, as shown above, must amount to 3,500 tons, thus 
imposing on itself a tensile stress of 10 tona per square inch, which is just 
above the tensile strength of the cast iron from which the roll is made. If, 
on the other hand, the shell be considered as attempting to pull out the 
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inner core to its own extended length, it imposes on it an equal stress of 
3,500 tons, which is equal to 35 tons per square inch compression on the 
area of the outer shell, just about the strength of the material under coro• 
pression. 

If, again, the roll should atta.in a uniform temperature throughout ol 
1,550º F. without fracture, and the outer shell l½ inches thick be suddenly 
cooled down to 50° F., just the same stresses per square inch are induced, 
but now in a reverse direction, the outer shell in this case being subjected 
to a tensile stress, to resist which the cast iron has only J.u of the power it 
possesses to resist a compressive stress, so that fracture of the surface is 
certain to occur as the thin cooled shell contracta on, to the hot expanded 
core. 

Of course, such sharp linea of demarcation between the hot and cold 
portions of a roll do not occur in practice-the metal is too good a conductor 
of heat to permit of it-while a temperature of 1,550° F., which would raise 
the roll to a dull cherry-red colour, is hardly attained, though it must. be 
sometimes approached. The conditions are selected to show that heatmg 
and cooling alone are enough to induce stresses sufficient to fracture a roll, 
and to emphasise the importance of maintaining it atas uniforma temperature 
as possible. In some works, to ensure this, the chilled rolls, while slowly 
revolved, are warmed in place by gas jets at the beginning of a run, and 
are covered up with bags to protect them against too sudden cooling when 
stopped at the end of each week. 

The work to be done in reducing the thickness of the sheet prod~ces a 
considerable dynamic stress in the roll over and a.hove the unav01dable 
initial stresses caused by the inevitable method of casting, and thos~ s~resses 
induced by heating and cooling. The lower roll, when at work, is _m the 
condition of a beam resting on supports represented by the black tnangles 
below the necks in the figure, and subjected to a more or less distributed 
load above acting in the direction of the ~rrow. This load produces a coro· 
pressive stress in the upper, and a tensile stress in the lower half of the roll. 

The sequence of events leading to fracture is probably somewhat as 
follows :-When working, at first the inner core is in a more or less per
manent condition of tension, which is increased when the sheet passes through 
•he mili. The lower side of this core is ruptured, and the crack gradually 
extends in a circle within the skin, as each portion of the roll in turn comes 
to the bottom, and spreads inwards towards the centre, till a fissure is formed 
occupying the whole of the centre portion of the roll, as shown (exaggerated) 
in the figure, and finally the outer surface gives way. 

Rolling Sheets.-English sheet milis are all two-high, but when s~eets 
are sma.11 the roen keep two pieces going through the rolls at the same tm:ie, 
the catcher laying the piece, which has just come to him through the mili, 
on to the top of the upper roll at the precise instant that the roller is putting 
the second piece in between them; exchanged thus these light _pieces can 
be rolled in a pull-over mili more rapidly than in a reversing mill, or e~en 
in a three-high mili, in which the third roll would pre:vent ei~her 1;11an se~mg 
what the other was doing, and the slightest dela.y ID gettmg e1ther p1ece 
to en ter would disorganisc the work, by bringing both pieces on to the .same 
side of the mili at the same time. 

The terms " singles" and ,< doubles," which will be defined la.ter on, 
a.rose from the fact that originally all sheets of 20 G or over w~re 
rolled one at a time, and when this reduction was effected, the sheet bemg 
then about 6 to 8 feet long, the roller turned that end of the sheet which 
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he held in his to~gs ov~r the other end, and, laying his foot on the folded 
sheet to prevent 1ts sprmging back, grasped the two ends at once with his 
tonga and thrust the fold ~nto a doubling machine ; this consisted of a pair 
of flat sn:faces, whose action was that of a pe.ir of shears with very blunt 
edges falling flat on, instead of passing by, each other. The doubled sheet 
w~s then reheated and rolled out as if it were only a single sheet; the sheets 
t~mner than ~oubles were produced by folding this doubled sheet a second 
time, four thic!messes being passed through the rolls at once. N ow that 
two separ~~ p1eces are worked at once from the beginning, they are each 
ro~ed mdividually until about 13 G by 3 feet long, when they are simply 
la1~ one over t~e other an~ r?lled as in the case of a single sheet, the doubling 
bemg effected ~n a very similar manner, so that most " doubles " now pass 
th_rough the 1;mll ~our thicknesses at once. In some cases three sheets are 
le.id together m t~ wa:y, the operation being known as " matching." 

~~e furnaces ~. which the pieces of ~ar are first heated are known as 
the bar furnaces, and are kept at a high heat, while those in which the 
roughed-out sheets are reheated in preparation for the second or third rolliug 
are called "tbe pair furnaces," and must be kept at a much lower tem
per~ture or the sheets will stick together, and cannot be separated after 
rolling. They are sometimes heated by the waste heat from the bar 
furnaces. 

Sheets are made from mild steel containing about O·l Carbon • the 
Fhosphorus must not be lower than 0·04, as it imparta a good surface ~vhich 
pr~vents the sheets in ~he pack s.ticking together. To separate the~ when 
~mshed, a wor~an. gnps the corner of each sheet in succession, and tears 
1t away from 1ts neighbour, if necessary using a hatchet to separa.te one 
from t~e other. In some works the "pack" is passed through a mill having 
two pairs of rol_ls clos~ together, with a guide having a serpentine opening 
bet,ween the pa1rs, which bends the pack of sheets in waves upwards aud 
do~wards alternately. The outer surface of any curve being Ionger than 
the mner, when two sheets are bent the ?ne on the inner side projects beyond 
the other, as the one cover of a book with paper covers projects beyond the 
other when the book is bent over; the adjacent surfaces of the sheets are 
consequent~y ca~ed to_ rub sufficiently one over the other to break u~ the 
film_ of Oxide which. sticks th~m together. In some works the sheets are 
straightened by placmg them m a machine which grips each end along its 
whole extent and pulls the sheet out. . 

The extent to which the housings of a mili stretch when working is shown 
by .the fact that to roll very thin sheets, the screws must be set d~wn 80 as 
to 1am the two rolls together as fast as_ they can be screwed, before starting 
to pass the sheet through, the stretching of the housings sufficing to give 
the space needed for the s~eet to pass. To reduce this stretchiug the housings 
are now usually steel castmgs. 

In_ England sheets are completely finished in one pair of rolls but in 
~e~ica they are roughed in one pair an~ fi1;ll5hed in another pair, 'beca use 
ID this way the temperat~e of the material m contact ,vith the rolls varies 
l~ss,. ~han wh?re one Pªl: of rolls only is employed. This is believed to 
~llllSh the risk of breaking the rolls, and the second pair are said to retain 
the1r surface longe~, when they have to deal only with the cooler material. 
!dost modern English works now work on the American plan of roughi 
m one pair of rolls, and finishing in a second. ' ng 

In the English and American sheet milis, in which several thin sheets 
are rolled together, the sheets keep each other hot enough to enable them 
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to be finished at a fair heat ; the speed of the rolls is usually only 30 to 
36 revolutions per minute, and the workmen need no liftiug-tables to catch 
the sheets as they lea.ve the mill. In Continental works, where the sheets 
are rolled singly, the rolls are run at 80 or 90 revolutions per minute (in one 
instance 20-inch rolls are said to be running at as much as 100 to 120 revo
lutions per minute},* and liftjng-tables become necessary. English managers 
who have increased the speed of their rolls to 46 revolutions per minute, 
ha.ve found it more satisfactory to return to the slower speeds formerly in 
use, because higher speeds required lighter draughts; 30-inch rolla are only 
run at 26 or 26 revolutions per minute. 

Sheets too thin and large to be handled by ordinary methods may be 
produced by laying a sheet, finished to ordinary size and thickness, between 
two fairly thick hot plates, and rolling down the pack thus formed. The 
two thick hot plates will impart suffi.cient heat to the thin sheet, which can 
be polished befare being inserted ; the thin sheet protectcd from oxidation 
by the other two, will come out soft, thin, and with a fine surface. Such 
methods, however, are -too costly to be regarded as ordinary commerical 
transactions. The Hoerde W orks exhibited at the Dusseldorf Exhibition of 
1902 a fine soft sheet of apparently very even thickness and fine surface, 
measuring 4,300 X 1,280 X ·02 mm.= 14 ft. l¼ ins. X 4 ft. 2i ins. X yfu 
in., probably produced by sorne such means. 

The output of a sheet mili is very low. In Staffordshire about 4 tons 
of sheets were rolled per shift in one pair of rolls ; 6 tons could be got through, 
but there was then considerable risk of breaking the rolls, and 6 tons of 
mixed sheets were considered a fair average. Few mills, taking one week 
with another, made more than 40 tons per week from one pair of rolls, and, 
when rolling very thin sheets, not more than 26 to 30 tons. Strong modern 
mills, having rolls 26 inches diameter, running at 30 revolutions per minute, 
and driven by 260 horse-power per stand, make 66 to 76 tons per stand per 

week. 
The recognised output of 30-inch moderu miUs with two stands of rolls 

is-
12 tons of 16 gauge per 8-hr,ur shift. 
10 ,, 18 
6 ,, 24 
3 30 I 

anQ. in computing the labour and cost of rolling-
9 tons of singles a.re considered equa.l to 7 tona of doublea. 
6 ,, la.ttens ,, 
4½ ,, 28 ga.uge ,, 
4 ,, 29 ,, ,, ,, 
3½ ,, 30 ,, ., 

In the trade, calculations are all based on 24 gauge. • 
The sheets are sheared to size in guillotine shears ; those in the Am~rican 

works ha.ve blades set in pairs at right angles, so that one end and the adJacent 
side is sheared at one cut, and, the sheet being turned round, the sheared 
edges are placed against stops, and the second cut leaves the sheet accurately 
square and correct to size. In England ea.ch side is sheared separately. 

The Sheet Gauge.-ln this country sheets ha.ve always been sold by 
thickness measured by a sheet gauge, in which No. 1 is the stoutest, the 
sheets decreasing in thickness as the numb~r ~ises. The D1;1filbers ~f the old 
sheet gauge did not vary much from the similar numbers m the wire gauge 

• The J,cm, and Stul 1-nduslries of Belgium ancl Germany, pp. 38 a.nd 42. 
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(q.v.) then in use, although the difference was nevertheless appreciable. 
The-gauges varied in different districts. Stubbs of Warrington, whose wire 
gauge was largely used, ge.ve the equivalents of his numbers in decimals of 
an imh, so that they were capa.ble of independent verification, but there 
were various versions of the Birmingham wire gauge, usually written B.W.G., 
according as Townley's, Partridge's, or other gauge makers' gauges were 
employed, giving rise to such endless confusion and disputes that the Board 
of Trade prepared a new standard wire gauge, particulars of which will 
be found in Chapter xliii., which deals with the manufacture of wire. By 
an Order in Council of 23rd August, 1883, the new standard was to become 
the only legal one after the 28th February, 1884, and was to apply not only 
to wire, but also to sheets and strip. 

The South Staffordshire Iron Masters' Association, whose members pro-
duced the larger bulk of such materia.Is, represented that so much incon
venience would arise in applying the new standard to sheets and strip, both 
to the purchaser, who would not understand the new gauge, and to them
eelves and to their workmen, who were paid for rolling sheets on a compli
cated system of piecework prices based on the old standard, and subject to 
a sliding scale depep.dent on selling prices, that the Board of Trade con
sented to exempt sheets from the Order. The Association had asked Mr. 
William Hatton of Bradley, one of the largest sheet makers of the day, 
to prepare a gauge suitable for their use, in which his nephew, Mr. Henry 
Hatton, assisted him. They found that if the highest and lowest number 
of the existing sheet ga.uge were employed for the highest and lowest 
of the new system, each number could be about 11 per cent. thinner 
tha.n the previous one, so securing a regular varia.tion of thickness 

throughout. 
The use of this ga.uge, known as the "B.G.," for mea.suring the thickness 

of sheets, strip, and hoops, was permitted by the Board of Trade. It is 
given on the previous pa.ge, and opposite ea.ch number are the weights per 
squa.re foot of sheets rolled to it, kindly supplied by Mr. Henry Hatton. 

The use of the wire gauge for measuring sheets, nevertheless, still con
tinues ; even now they are occasionally ordered to a certain number of 
Stubbs, or some other old gauge. 

It would be a diffi.cult point, under the circumstances, to decide wha.t 
thickness of sheet would constitute a legal tender in execution of an order 

for "No. 20 G." 
Sheets of 20 G or over in thickness are known as " singles," 21 to 24 G 

as "doubles," 26 to 27 G as "trebles," or "Lattens," and those below this, 
down to 29 G, as "Extra Lattens." 

Ordinary " black sheets " rolled hot can be relied upon to vary not more 
than about rh of an inch from the thickness specified, and ordinary cold 
rolled sheets, which cost about 60 per cent. more than black sheets, may not 
vary perhaps by more than one-ha.lf or one-third this amount, while bright 
cold rolled sheets, which are accurate to nfu1r of an inch, may be had at 
about double the price of ordinary cold rolled. For particulars of close 
annealing a.nd cold rolling see Chapter xliv. dealing with the manufacture 

of tin ple.tes. 
Strip Milis are small mills, having rolls 8 to !2 inches die.meter, used 

for rolling thin strip, such as ba.rrel hoops or cotton ties, and other material 
less tha.n 6 or 8 inches wide by less tha.n ¼ thick. 

The strip is reduced from a billet in grooved rolls until the last two passes, 
which are me.de between a pe.ir of pla.in rolls, ca.lled the " planishing rolls.'' 
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and then between a pa.ir of lain chill d 
running ~t.about ha.lf the spe~d of the ;re:j~~ kntwn as the "hard rolls," 

For glVlng a good finish the stri g ro s. 
w~ch are situated just in front of t1i~:~ ~~lli and under sera.pera (fig. 498), 
gr1pped the strip the scrapers a.re put in act· . /i, sodon as these. rolls have 
up and down over their sha.r ed es 10n, a~ en the material sharply 
Ca.re is taken to pass the striE th!oug:h:. cfactkm~ and removing the sea.le. 
heat that no more scale is formed d IS ª.ª parr of rolls when at such a 
as the strip passes through the ha~dª~oU: b:1gtt blue surface is left. But 
and the hoy who works the sera er a a o~t 4 or 5 feet per second, 
sees that the rolls ha.ve gripped tle e:t::I1! low~r it on to the strip until he 
fast enough to clean the first 5 or 6 f t Bhe .¡;_ una.ble to lower the scraper 
(fig. 499), in which power is used to :.- d Y all & Scarf's pa.tent scraper 
is possible by muscular exertion the ive ownd the. scraper far faster than 
one-half. ' unscrape portJon may be reduced by 

Fig. 498.-Scraper for Strip. 

Fig. 409.-Patent Scraper, Fig. 500.-Housing íor Strip Mili. 

The íriction caused by ushin th . 
resistance than so thin a se~tion cg e. ~:p along the floor offers a gres.ter 
40 fect have left the mili the front an dw1 tand, so that after the first 30 or 
up. under the thrust, a~d as it is::es e;!:,ª~ tra.vel, ~he remain~er doubles 
which cannot afterwards be tr . h e rolls is thrown mto curves 
be rolled this diffi.culty is sur~o~~n;d out. "\~7hen !ong lengths are to 
portion of the floor ple.tes over which th y r~rfo{atmg w1th small holea that 
below them such a pressure of a.ir as ille s ~p as to pass,· and maintaining 

fi. w su ce to float the strip free of the 
18 
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fioor, whereby friction is avoided, and long lengths can be got out almost 
perfectly straight. · to k 

In stri mills, instead of there being only one honsrng screw eep 
down the iop chock, there are usually two, one nea.r each eknd ~t the tock 
fi 500) This revents a.ny tendency of the chock to roe . ; e roe mg, 
~ g.a.llowing the ~hort rolls to get slightly out of para.~el w1th each other, 
ciuses the strip to be curved sideways and ~neven ~ th1~~e1~\ ded to be 

The rolls must be adjusted with great rucety; a 8 r1p :,1 en 
11 

·t 
finished 2 inches wide by ~o. 12 B.G. thic~ en~l \tct:S t:_~ ~teª oi~~~ 
straight, but lea.ves them with one hedgetYlílrITTff lin that a straight line drawn 
it wili be found to be bent so mue ou o e b 
between the two ends of the strip wili show it to be hollow on the edge Y 
more than 1 foot in 40 feet. . • • h h 

The strip, if not straight, can be_straig~tened by tapp1~g 1\w1~e: :::;¡~ 
in the same way as a saw blade 1s stra1ghtened-name y, y 'd y bl g k'll 
crushing and so stretching the inner side of the curve. Cons1 era e 8 1 
and pr~tice however, are needed to do such work properly. k . f 1 

Light strip is either folded up in much the same way ~s ª 8 f O _wt°°, 
into lengths of 14 feet, when it is known as" hoofs,'.' or JS woun u~~ 0 ª 
circular coil and called " strip " ; in either case 1t 1s secured ~y tW1Stm_g a 
bit of soft ~on round it here and there ~o k~ep it togeth~r 7hilgte :rav;~ngt 
Gas strip used for welding up into gas pipes lS sent away m en s Wl ou 
being doubled or coiled. . . . . · b t 15 16 tona 

The output of a~ ordinary_ strip mili, w1th 9-mch rolls, 1s a ou or 
of strip 3 inches w1de, per shift. . 

1 
d 

" B;ight cold rollcd sheets " such as are made mto stee p~ns,han .adre 
. ' · t f t · ually about 6 me es w1 e, used for other spec1al purposes, cons1s o s np, us 1 d d l l olled 

cut into hand lengths, carefully pickled, close annea ~ , an s ow Y r 
in oil betweef very short stiff rolls, these processes berng. repeated as ~~en 
as may be necessary;. they can be had to any gauge, varymg not more an 

1 inch from the thickness ordered. Til1llí 
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CHAPTER XXXV. 

ROD M ILLS. 

Introductory.-No milis ha.ve undergone such interesting developments 
as those employed for rolling the smali rods intended to be drawn out. when 
cold into wire. Such bars are so very small in section, and therefore cool 
so rapidly, that when rolled by hand in the old form of mili it was not easy 
t.o deal with billets more than 10 lbs. in weight, or to finish them to sizes 
below ½ inch in diameter and 14 feet in length. In 1860, a mili starting 
with a billet l¼ inches square, could not turn out more than five tons of 
i rods in twenty-four hours. Since then inventors have been continually 
devising mea.ns to run the rod faster through the trains of rolls, until so 
Jittle time is now occupied in the transit, that the rod lea.ves the mili prac
~ically as hot as it entera, the high speed of travel naturally yielding greatly 
mcreased outputs. 

A single modern mili with finishing rolls of the same size as those used 
in 1860 has turned out as muchas 400 tons of No. 5 rod 0·212 inch in diameter 
in twenty-four hours, from billets 5 inches square, and has produced a No. 6 
rod 0'160 inch in diameter, weighing about 1 ton, 6½ miles long, a.U in one 
length. How this has been rendered possible will be explained in this chapter. 

The Belgian or Looping Mill.-In no branch of rolling was the 
advantage of the three-high mili so naturally conspicuous as in the pro
duction of these small sections, which could be finished in half the time 
when they could be rolled on the backward as well as on the forward journey; 
sections down to } inch in diameter, which formerly had to be drawn cold 
through dies, were at once rolled off hot, with enormous saving in the cost 
of production. Moreover, it was soon perce1ved that as such '3mall sections 
were extremely flexible when hot, it was not necessary to wait for the whole 
piece to leave the rulls, and to then enter the end which had last left into 
the second pass. Immediately the first end of the piece emerged from be
tween the rolls, on the catcher's side, he could seize it with his tongs, bend 
it round in a half circular loop, and return it througli the next return pass 
to the roller, who in his turn could ca.tch it, bend it round, and pass it back 
once more through the third pass. The rod was thus bent in the form of 
the letter S, one end being between the middle and bottom roll, the centre 
between the middle and top roll, and the other end between the bottom 
and middle roll again, and ali parts travelling on through the rolls; seeing 
that three portions of the rod were being rolled at the same instant, of course 
a further great decrease was effected in the time needed to finish it. 

With rapid rolling the catcher returned the rod so soon that the roller, 
who was occupied in entering the rod into the first pass, had not time to 
turn his attention to the bar just rushing towards him before it was upon 
him, and accordingly a third man was employed to enter the rod into the 
third pass. Then, to give the roen room to work properly, instead of putting 
all three passes in one stand of three-high rolls, each pass was in a separa.te 
pair of rolls, and each pair of rolls in its own housings. Fig. 501 shows 
a mili of this description, which is generally known as the Belgian wire mili. 
The billet was roughed out or broken down in the first stand of rolls in the 
?r~ary way,_ but when small enough to bend readily-l.e., about ¾ inch 
m diameter- 1t was passed to the second stand forming a loop, a mili oI 
this type being therefore known as a. looping mili. 

The number of stands of rolls which were coupled up thus was not 


